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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of an intensive experi-
mental effort directed toward the electrical improvement and size
reduction of slot antennas. The desired slot antenna should possess
a wide bandwidth (4:1) in terms of reasonable VSWR (Voltage Standing
Wave Ratio) and efficiency, exhibit certain pattern properties such
as having the pattern maximum normal to the center of the slot, and
be flush mountable circumferentially on a circular cylinder. Specif-
ically, the final design should be transversely mounted on a seven
inch diameter cylinder, require a cavity depth no more than 1.5 inches,
and possess the characteristics described above over the 4:1 fre-
quency range of 500 to 2000 MHz.

From information obtained in Jasik [1], the T-bar fed cavity
backed slot antenna,* which exhibits considerable bandwidth (2:1)
and high efficiency, was chosen for experimental analysis. Figure
1-1 shows the T-bar slot antenna which is described by Jasik.

In an experimental parametric study of the T-bar slot antenna
conducted at the Ohio State University ElectroScience Laboratory,
E. H. Newman (2] concluded that a T-bar of thin rectangular cross
section exhibits essentially the same input impedance as T-bars of
circular cross section and that the T-bar geometry is an important
factor in determining bandwidth. Therefore, due to the relative
ease of fabrication, the T-bar slot antennas constructed for ex-
perimental investigations each contained thin rectangular cross
section T-bars which will be referred to as planar T-bars. The final
design of the T-bar slot antenna utilizing a planar T-bar is shown
in Fig. 1-2. As described by Jasik, the aperture length is x/2 at
the lowest frequency of the desired bandwidth and the aperture
width is 1/3 that value. In this investigation the cavity depth
and T-bar depth were left variable by providing a moveable coax
connector and a sliding shorting plate. Table 1-1 contains a list
of symbols used to describe the geometry of the T-bar slot antennas.

It was assumed at the beginning of this investigation that once
the significant design parameters were established for the conventional
T-bar slot antenna mounted in a ground plane as shown in Fig. 1-2, then
adaptation of the slot antenna to a cylindrical surface would follow.

*For brevity the T-bar fed cavity backed slot antenna shall be

referred to as the T-bar slot antenna, or simply T-bar antenna.
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Fig. 1-1. A cavity-backed T-bar fed slot antenna mounted on

a flat ground plane as described by Jasik.



TABLE 1-1

Snybol Descriptions and Units of Measuarement Used

a aperture length (12.0 inches)
b aperture width (4.0 inches)
CD cavity depth of antenna (inches)
L length of slot within the T-bar, 7.5 cm unless

noted otherwise (centimeters)
X position of the slot within the T-bar

relative to the bottom of the slot, 4.0 cm
unless noted otherwise (centimeters)

Y distance from the aperture plane to T-bar probe,
0.75 unless noted otherwise (inch)

T-bar 0 the T-bar whose dimensions are described on page 13.
If X or L is not specified T-bar D was used.

b

Fig. 1-2. a) A cavity-backed T-bar fed slot antenna with top
removed for viewing purposes. Note the use of
a planar T-bar.
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FRONT VIEW APERTURE OUTLINE
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I:,-. 1-2. b) Front and side view of the cavity-backed
T-bar fed slot antenna.
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To distinguish between the two applications of the T-bar slot antenna
discussed in this report, the following terminology shall be adhered
to: (1) the T-bar slot antenna mounted in a ground plane as shown in
Fig. 1-2 shall be termed the planar T-bar slot antenna, and (2) the
T-bar slot antenna mounted transversely on a cylindrical surface as
shown in Fig. 1-3 shall be termed the cylindrical T-bar slot antenna.
Whenever the feed probe of the slot antenna of either case is dis-
cussed, the term T-bar shall be used and it is assumed that the T-bars
are of a thin rectangular cross section.

Fig. 1-3. A cavity-backed T-bar fed slot antenna mounted
transversely on a circular cylinder.
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Chapter II of this report describes the investcigation procedures
and results of the planar T-bar slot antenna. The final design
exhibited reasonable performance over the 4:1 frequency -ange and
provided insight into the characteristics of this antenna. In Chapter
III, the design of a T-bar fed slot transversely mounted on a cylinder
is described along with the results of an experimental investigation.
Considering the size of the slot mounted on the cylinder, the design
procedures obtained from the planar T-bar antenna investigation proved
quite successful. Chapter 1V describes an attempt to probe the
apertures of the two T-bar antennas to gain more information per-
taining to the coax to cavity transition accomplished by the T-bar.
Finally, Chapter V contains a summary of the conclusions derived from
this study.

S. . . -.. .. . . - . . .. . . .. . . .6h



CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF PLANAR T-BAR SLOT ANTENNAS

A. Introduction

This chapter describes the experimental development of the T-bar
fed slot antenna mounted in a flat (or planar) ground plane. The
T-bar feeds used all have a thin rectangular cross section and are,
for brevity, simply referred to as T-bars.

In a previous study of T-bar fed slot antennas, E. H. Newman[2]
has concluded that T-bars of thin rectangular cross section exhibit
essentially the same input impedance as T-bars of circular cross
section and that the T-bar geometry is one of the important parameters
of bandwidth performance. Considering these conclusions, the first
antenna parameter to optimize over the desired four to one bandwidth
would be the T-bar geometry. Newman, in his study, considered band-
width as that frequency range where the VSWR of the antenna remains
below 2.0. However, other important performance parameters such as
efficiency, gain, and radiation patterns (not necessarily independent
of each other) may also be expressed in terms of bandwidth. Investi-
gating each of the performance parameters over a four to one frequency
range, with the optimum T-bar as the final goal, would be a lengthy
process if one considers all possible combinations of the T-bar slot
antenna variables such as cavity depth, T-bar depth, cavity tuning,
and dielectric loading. Therefore, an experimental system which would
sample each of the performance parameters simultaneously as the antenna
parameters were varied and would quickly describe the interrelationship
of the antenna parameters was needed. The antenna swept frequency
insertion loss measurement provided such information. A block diagram
of this experimental procedure is shown in Fig. 2-1. Measuring the
forward or reverse transmission coefficient (S12 or 541) at the
scattering parameters device, the ratio of power received to power
transmitted is obtained as given by Frii's transmission formula
stated below from Reference 3.

Wr Aer Ae GrGt 2

em = r
Wt ; 2 r2  16 2 r2

Wr and Wt are the power received and transmitted, respectively. The
gains Gr and Gt are defined with respect to the receiving and trans-
mitting antennas. Frii's transmission formula is expressed in terms
of wavelength, antenna separation, and gain. If the insertion loss
characteristics are known for two reference antennas, then a comparison
of this data to the insertion loss measurements recorded when one
reference antenna is replaced with a test antenna reveals a relative
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TEST TRANSMITTING
ANTENNA ANTENNA
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Fig. 2-1. A block diagram of the experimental procedure
used to measure the insertion loss between
two antennas.



gain for the test antenna in a given direction. This relative gain
is related to efficiency, directivity, antenna-transmission line
mismatch, and the radiation pattern in a narrow region broadside
to the antenna. Therefore, the insertion loss measurement over a
swept frequency range provides a method to quickly check each of
the important performance parameters previously mentioned while
investigating different combinations of antenna variables. To
complement the insertion loss measurements, the S-parameter device
will also measure the return loss at the antenna port which gives
the VSWR of the antenna. Using the insertion loss and VSWR measure-
ment system, the T-bar geometry was varied in a successful attempt to
optimize the T-bar slot antenna as described below.

B. T-Bar Optimization

One method to expand the bandwidth of a waveguide is the appli-
cation of a single or double ridge. The ridge expands the bandwidth
of a waveguide by decreasing the lower cutoff frequency and in-
creasing the cutoff frequency of the higher order modes.J4) The
T-bar slot antenna (whose cavity exhibits some waveguide character-
istics) was altered as shown in Fig. 2-2 and a ridge of dimensions
4.88 x 5.08 cm, corresponding to a bandwidth of 2.74 for a waveguide of
similar dimensions was installed.[5] Experimental investigation of
the ridged T-bar slot antenna showed an improvement in insertion loss
performance over the nonridged case. During further attempts to improve
the performance of the ridged T-bar slot antenna with different T-bar
geometries and ridge sizes, the best results were obtained when (1)
the ridge was removed, (2) the notch in the T-bar terminated leaving
a rectangular slot in the T-bar, and (3) the peaked feed point of
the T-bar replaced with a gradual slope as shown in Fig. 2-3.

This investigation also showed an eight to twelve dB drop in
insertion loss which occurred at approximately 1500 MHz thus limiting
the bandwidth performance. Investigating another waveguide matching
technique, tuning stubs of various sizes were positioned about in
the cavity while measuring the insertion loss. The spike at
1500 MHz can be effectively reduced using this procedure without
any loss elsewhere in the bandwidth if the stubs are located on the
bottom of the cavity, in the vicinity of the T-bar and therefore
shorter than the distance between the T-bar and cavity bottom.
The best+performance wals achieved when the tuning stubs were
located 1 10 cm from the center of the aperture which corresponds
to a spacing of one wavelength at the troublesome frequency of
1500 MHz. For the remainder of the plafoar T-bar antenna investi-
gations tuning stubs were positioned as described above unless noted
differenty.

9



FRONT VIEW

Fig. 2-2. a) Front view of the original planar
T-bar slot antenna.

FRONT VIEW APERTURE

p,-T

5.08 cm

-- • 1,-- 4.813cm

SIDE VIEW

5.08 cm

APERTURE 
y

RIDGE

Fig. 2-2. b) The planar T-bar slot antenna with single ridge.
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FRONT VI EW APERTURE

-15.2cm 4
Fig. 2-3. The front view of the planar T-bar slot antenna

showing the slotted T-bar which resulted from
the ridge investigation.

Following the discovery of the slot within the T-bar as a
useful tuning aid, the next investigation was to determine what
effect the length, width, shape of such a slot, and its position
in the T-bar has on the overall performance of the antenna. In-
vestigation of the slot length initiated with a small circular
hole in the center of the region where the slot was previously
located in the T-bar. This hole was then lengthened symmetrically
in incremental steps recording the insertion loss after each
increase. Results of this experiment are shown in Fig. 2-4. The
best performance is achieved when the slot length is 7.5 cm which
corresponds to 0.5 wavelength at the highest frequency of the
desired bandwidth and decreases when the length is increased above
7.5 cm. The slot affects only the bandwidth above 1500 MHz and the
insertion loss shows greatest improvement (10 dB above the no slot
case) at 2000 MHz.

After establishing the length of the slot within the T-bar,
the next investigation was to determine the effects of the width
of such a slot. Following the same procedure as before, the width
of a 7.5 cm slot was increased incrementally with no substantial
improvements in previous performance.

The position of the slot was investigated by constructing
T-bars with the bottom of the slot incrementally moved from 1 cm
above the bottom of the T-bar up to 5.0 cm. The insertion loss per-
formance improved in each case to a distance of 4.0 cm. Above
4.0 cm the insertion loss remained essentially the same. Figure 2-5
shows this improvement to a distdnce of 4.0 cm. Note again that this

11
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improvement is confined to the higher end of the bandwidth (above
1500 MHz). This T-bar withi slot length 7.5 cm, slot width 0.8 cm,
and distance from slot to T-bar bottom 4.0 cm shall hereafter be
termed T-bar D. This is the T-bar that is shown in Fig. 1-1.

The remaining questions about the T-bar geometry concern the
shape of such a slot and the actual shape and size of the T-bar.
After an experimental study of the triangular, square, and rectangular
slot shapes, it was concluded that the original narrow rectangular slot
with rounded corners was optimum. Various feed angles and T-bar
widths were also investigated but did not give compatable per-
formance to T-bar D.

C. Air-Filled Cavity Investigations

The next measurements were made to determine the effects of
cavity depth on bandwidth performance. The best VSWR-impedance
bandwidth should occur when the distance from the T-bar probe
feed to the back wall of the cavity is a quarter wavelength at
mid-frequency.[2] Therefore, it is desirable to determine what
trade-offs exist between bandwidth and cavity depth in terms of
insertion loss and VSWR. Using T-bar D, the air filled T-bar slot
antenna was investigated while varying cavity depth from 2.25
inches to 1.25 inches in 0.125 inch steps. The experimental
results (Fig. 2.6) show that from 500 to 1500 MHz the insertion
loss increases as cavity depth is decreased, whereas above 1500
MHz it decreases. The limit of the insertion loss decrease occurs
at a cavity depth of 1.5 inches, but at the lower end of the bandwidth
the insertion loss continues to increase as cavity depth decreases.
This result should be expected since the cavity depth approaches
a quarter wavelength for the upper limit of the bandwidth and
greatly decreases from a quarter wavelength at the lower frequency
as it decreases to 1.5 inches (X/4 for 2000 MHz = 1.47 inches).

The VSWR measurements for the same experiment (Fig. 2-7) indicate
that as cavity depth decreasr.• II V$W!. of the antenna increases
from 500 to 1500 MN', hut 2rxreazs irom 1500 to 2000 MHz until a
cavity depth uT i.5 inches is reached. This agrees with the
insertion loss measurements because the ratio of power transfered
should increase as the VSWR decreases and likewise decrease as the
VSWR increases. This fact is also apparent in the results of the
absolute gain measurements of the T-bar slot antenna shown in Fig. 2-8.
An interesting note in Fig. 2-8 is the decrease in gain at 1500 MHz
when the tuning stubs are removed from the aperture. Far field
analysis shows that the H-plane pattern is reduced in magnitude but
retains the same shape if the tuning stubs are removed.

Therefore, the tradeoffs involved due to cavity depth seem to
balance out since the loss at the low end of the bandwidth is counter-
balanced by an almost equal increase in performance on the high end.

13
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Furthermore, these variations are caused by variations in tue VSWR
(which can be compensated with wide band matching)(2] rather than
efficiency losses, since there are negligible losses in the antenna
structure itself. It is concluded that the cavity depth of the air
filled T-bar slot antenna may be decreased to 1.5 inches with only a
slight decrease in overall performance. Note that while the antenna
is ,/2 wide at 500 MHz, it does not assume a cavity depth of A/4 until
the frequency reaches 2000 MHz.

D. Dielectric Loaded Cavity Investigations

Dielectric loading of the T-bar slot antenna with a low loss
dielectric material should produce similar results to the air case
with the air-filled cavity size reduced by about I/j-fj. Experiments
were conducted to investigate this expectation by varying the cavity
depth and filling the distance between the T-bar and back wall with
1/16 inch thick sheets of polystyrene. Then the experiments were
repeated with the area in front of the T-bar filled with polystyrene.
Theoretically, similar performance (compared to the air-filled 2.125
inch deep cavity) should be attained if the entire cavity is filled
with polystyrene and the cavity depth decreased to 1.33 inches or
if the area directly behind the T-bar is filled with dielectric and
the cavity depth reduced to 1.6 inches. Figure 2-9 contains in-
formation obtained from this investigation for polystyrene material
behind the T-bar. At a cavity depth of 1.25 inches, the insertion
loss at the upper end of the bandwidth approximates that of the
2.125 inch air cavity; however performance is lost on the low end

- ...... .

SI v \ .,.-,.\ ....

.00'0--00 2000

Fig..2.9.Ist ra 1.75sh c
S....... a ¢0 1.25

500 1000" ROEC H 1500 2000

Fig. 2-9. Insertion loss measurements recorded as the cavity depth

was varied with dielectric loading behind the T-bar.
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¶ • of the bandwidth. The spike in inserLion loss has moved from
1500 MHz to 1250 Mllz, presumably due to the fact that the higher
order mode, are excited at a lower frequency in the dielectric.
When the entire cavity was filled with dielectric, the insertion
loss performance was again best at a cavity dcpth of 1.25 inches,
however these results were not as good as the case where pQlystyrene
was behind the T-bar only. Therefore, when dielectric loading is
discussed elsewhere in this report, it should be assumed that
all the dielectric is behind the T-bar unless stated otherwise.

Comparing the data obtained with dielectric material behind the
T-bar with data obtained for equal air-filled cavity depths (Figs.
2-6 and 2-9), indicates that the air-filled cavity is superior until
a cavity depth of 1.5 inches is reached. At a cavity depth of 1.5
inches and below the information obtained must be explained in terms
of tradeoffs. Cavity depths 1.25, and 1.5 inches possess better in-
sertion loss performance, when dielectric loaded behind the T-bar, up
to a frequency of 1600 MHz with the exception of the spike occurrinj
at 1250 MHz. It is assumed from previous experience that the
spike may be tuned out by repositioning the tuning stubs. How-
ever, above 1600 MHz insertion loss performance decreases rapidly
for the dielectric loaded antenna. Therefore, for a shorter band-
width, the performance is improved with the addition of dielectric
materials behind the T-bar. But, if a 4:1 bandwidth is required, the
better of the two cases would be the air-filled cavity.

Recall that the effect of the slot within the T-bar is to
improve the insertion loss at the high end of the band, then a
logical question would be, is the slot within the T-bar the
optimum length for a dielectric loaded antenna? The slot length
within the T-bar for a cavity depth of 1.5 inches and 0.75 inches of
polystyrene behind the T-bar was investigated with the same
procedure as the air case. The results of this experiment
incicate that the optimum length for the slot with a dielectrically
loaded cavity is 7.6 cm which is approximately the same as before.

Continuing the dielectric experiments, only the region in
front of the T-bar was filled with polystyrene and the cavity
depth was reduced to 1.25 inches from 1.5 inches. Comparing these
results (Fir 2-10) to th previous dielectric experiments (Fig. 2-9),
the case with tuning stubs is in agreement with the previous case of
comparable cavity depth and slight improvements in the spike region
and higher end of the bandwidth are noted. There responses are
similar on the low end and improved on the high end and spike
recion (when compared to Fig. 2-9). Comparing these results to the
air case of comparable cavity depth shown in Fig. 2-6 does not show
an improvement over the air-filled case. Since most slot antennas
are covered with radome material (low loss dielectric) the information
obtained is of some value. The comparison shows that the insertion
loss performance gained on the low end of the bandwidth (-' 2 to
3 dB) is approximately matched to that lost on the high end. So,

17



covering the T-bar slot with a dielectric radome should not greatly
degrade the performance.

To complete the investigation of dielectric loading, the VSWR
of the antenna with polystyrene behind the T-bar was investigated.
The results of this experiment at cavity depths 2.0 and 1.5 inches
compared to previous air-filled cases are shown in Fig. 2-11. The
dielectric loading changes the VSWR bandwidth at a cavity depth
of 2.0 inches, however at 1.5 and 1.25 inches the VSWR seems to
be only shifted in frequency. The peak in VSWR also occurring at 15B0
MHz for the air case is shifted to approximately 1250 MHz for the
same reasons as stated before.

E. Far Field Analysis

At cavity depths of 1.5 and 1.25 inches the normalized far field
patterns (H-plane) were recorded with and without dielectric loading
behind the T-bar. The far field patterns are broadband until 1500
MHz where lobing occurs for the air-filled cavity. This result
should be expected since the aperture is 1.5 wavelengths long at
1500 MHz, and thus the TE30 mode is excited. With dielectric
loading behind the T-bar, the antenna exhibits a less broad
pattern and lobing occurs at a lower frequency (1300 MHz). The
TE30 mode is excited at a lower frequency with the addition of
dielectric, thus causing the lobing to occur at 1300 MHz.

The general shape of the patterns was unchanged with various
cavity depths for the air case. However measured power levels
decreased with cavity depth as predicted by the insertion loss
measurements. Normalized patterns are shown in Figs. 2-12 and 2-13.

F. Resistive Tuning Techniques

It is desirable that the T-bar slot antenna exhibit a broad
beam pattern over the entire specified bandwidth. To accomplish
this goal, the antenna's electrical length must remain less than
three-halves wavelength over the entire bandwidth or else the higher
order modes must be suppressed. Choosing the latter method to
extend the pattern bandwidth, resistive tuning techniques were
applied to the aperture. Resistive tuning stubs were constructed
from narrow 20 ohm resistance cards to fit the width of the aperture.
With a cavity lepth of 1.5 inches and polystyrene dielectric behind
the T-bar, the resistive tuning stub positions were varied in
the aperture while measuring the insertion loss. Comparing the
results to the dielectric case in Fig. 2-14 it is seen that the in-
sertion loss was increased over most of the bandwidth by approximately
5 dB and that it slightly decreased above 1700 MHz, presumably, due
to pattern improvement at the higher frequencies. Since resistance
has been introduced into the aperture, the possibility of decreasing
antenna efficiency exists.

18
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The insertion loss measurement did not verify that the TE30
mode had been suppressed, so the VSWR of the antenna was measured.
The VSWR was better across the entire bandwidth than either the air
or dielectric loaded case as shown in Fig. 2-15 and specifically
the peak at 1500 MHz has been suppressed. Therefore, the higher
order modes have been tuned out at the expense of efficiency in
the antenna as indicated by the insertion loss measurement (Fig. 2-14).
To further verify this conclusion, normalized far field patterns were
recorded for the resistive tuned cavity with resistance cards located
at 2.75 inches from each side wall of the cavity directly in front of
the T-bar. These results are shown in Fig. 2-16. The patterns are
sufficient proof that the TE30 mode is suppressed since the T-bar slot
antenna now has a 4:1 pattern bandwidth.

G. Investigation of Effects Due to T-bar Depth
trom the Aperture

Since it was desired to reduce the cavity depth from 1.5
inches, the tradeoffs between T-bar depth from the aperture and
bandwidth performance were investigated. The T-bar depth from
the aperture was reduced by a factor of 4 to only a depth of
3/16 inches, but the spacing between the T-bar and back wall re-
mained the same so as to obtain similar performance to the previous
2.125 and 1.50 inch cavity depths. This results in cavity
depths of 1.56 and 0.94 inches to replace each previous cavity
depth respectively. Insertion loss studies were conducted to
determine which cavity depths did produce similar results to
previous measurements. The insertion loss measurements which
compare most evenly with those of cavity depths 2.125 and 1.5
inches are 1.625 and 1.125 inches respectively. Allowing for
experimental errors, the comparisons are considered quite close
as shown in Figs. 2-17 and 2-18. Therefore, the cavity depth of
the T-bar slot antenna can be reduced by decreasing the T-bar depth
from the aperture plane while maintaining the same distance
between the back wall and T-bar.

Dielectric loading and VSWR studies were made to complete the
study of this new configuration, which will be called the 316 T-bar
slot antenna. The conclusions derived from the dielectric study were
the same as before. The VSWR (Fig. 2-19) as well as insertion loss
results show an improvement in the region of 1500 MHz. Experimental
studies reveal that if the tuning stubs, which are now positioned
directly under the T-bar, are removed, the singularities
previously observed in insertion loss and VSWR return. However,
comparing these results to the VSWR of the resistive tuned case.
the improvement is not enough to suppress the TE30 mode. ThereFore,
similar far field patterns and gain measurements compared to the
previous 1.5 inch air filled cavity should be expected. Since
both the insertion loss and VSWR measurements of the 316 T-bar
slot antenna (CD = 1.125) are in good agreement with the previous
1.5 inch case, it is concluded the 316 T-bar can replace the
previous case.
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Fig. 2-14. Insertion loss measurement comparison of the air-filled,
dielectric loaded, and resistive tuned T-bar slot
antennas. Cavity depth in each case is 1.5 inches.
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Fig. 2-15. VSWR comparison of the air-filled, dielectric loaded,
and resistive tuned T-bar slot antennas. Cavity
depth in each case is 1.5 inches.
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Fig. 2-19. VSWR of the 316 T-bar antenna as the cavity
depth is varied.

H. Summary

The results of the experimental investigation have shown two
important improvements in T-bar fed slot antennas. The first improve-
ment is that the bandwidth of the T-bar slot antenna can be increased
by a factor of two over the conventional T-bar slot antenna design.
The second improvement is that the depth of the antenna may be
significantly reduced from that required of previous designs.

The bandwidth improvement of the antenna was accomplished by
replacing the T-bar of circular cross section with a T-bar of thin
rectangular cross section and then optimizing the geometry of the
T-bar as described in section B of this chapter.

The size reduction of the antenna was accomplished by decreasing
the total cavity depth from X/4 at mid-band to A/4 at the highest
frequency (shortest wavelength) of interest and by moving the T-bar
as close as practical to the aperture. This causes some decrease in
gain at the low frequency end of the bandwidth but also results
in improved performance at the high frequency end. These results
were discussed in sections C and G.
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Section D showed that dielectric loading was not effective in
improving the electrical performance or in reducing the size over
that obtainable for the air-filled case above.

The following evaluation of the T-bar antenna performance serves
to illustrate the characteristics described above. This evaluation
is done by comparing the T-bar slot antenna to another antenna of com-
parable bandwidth using the insertion loss measurement technique
discussed in section A. The insertion loss comparison was made
with a pair of 500 to 2000 MHz log periodic antennas and the
results are shown in Fig. 2-20. These results show several things.
First, the T-bar antenna of cavity depth 2.125 inches compares well
with the log periodic. Secondly, as the cavity depth is decreased,
the low frequency performance declines but the high frequency per-
formance increases as noted above. Even for the smaller cavity
depths, the overall performance is remarkably good when compared
to the highly efficient log periodic antenna.

Thus, the T-bar slot antenna evolving from this investigation
offers a viable solution to receiving situations requiring a wide
band slot antenna of shallow cavity depth.

-45

- '1 LOG PERIDIC
CD .02.125. ,.0.75

SCDs 1..50, Y wO.75
CD m 1. 125 .Ya 0. 1875

500 1000 ~FREQUENCY (MHz) 10 00

Fig. 2-20. Insertion loss measurements comparing 3 different
planar T-bar slot antenna configurations with a
log periodic antenna. The cavity depth (CD) and
T-bar depth (Y.) are denoted on graph.
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CHAPTER III

DESIGN AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF A T-BAR FED SLOT
ANTENNA MOUNTED TRANSVERSELY ON A CYLINDER

A. Introduction

Recall from Chapter' I that the ultimate gool of this investi-
gation is to design a transverse T-bar fed slot antenna on a seven
inch diameter cylindrical surface. Designing a cylindrical slot
of the exact dimensions as the planar version resulted in a slot
which spanned more than half the circumference of a seven inch
diameter cylinder. The final design shown in Fig. 3-1, was arrived
at by making the aperture dimensions (width and arc length) and T-bar
shape identical to the planar model. The back walls of the cavity
and T-bars were constructed from sections of circular cylinders which
could be easily interchanged to provide variable cavity depth, T-bar
depth, and interchangeable T-bars. To simplify construction, the
side walls of the cavity were radial arms extending from the center
of the seven inch diameter cylinder. Therefore the interior arc
length (back wall) was slightly less than the aperture length. The
cylindrical design possessed the same variable parameters as the
planar model, and th:.-.fure the same testing procedures could be used
to determine the bandwidth performance as were used for the planar
model.

B. Air-Filled Cavity

Initially, the VSWR of the cylindrical T-bar slot antenna was
investigated as the cavity depth was varied. The results of this
experiment, shown in Fig. 3-2, indicate that the higher order mode may
not be excited in the cylindrical aperture for an air-filled cavity.
As the cavity depth is decreased from 1.5 inches the VSWR increases,
and in each case the aperture appears to be cut off from 500 to 700 MHz.
This cutoff is probably due to the cavity construction. That is, the
shorting plate of the cavity is not the same length as the aperture
opening (pie slice shaped - see Fig. 3-1) thereby causing a higher
cutoff frequency for the antenna.

Continuing the VSWR investigation, the slot within the T-bar
was removed by replacing T-bar D with a T-bar of the same dimensions
except there was no slot. The presence of the slot is responsible
for the improvement in VSWR in the 1500-1800 MHz region as shown
in Fig. 3-3. This was the same conclusion derived from the planar
T-bar slot antenna, except in the planar study, improvement in VSWR
continued above 1800 MHz. In the cylindrical case, nc fference
is noted between the two cases above 1800 MHz.
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a) b) c)

Fig. 3-1. A T-bar slot antenna mounted transversely on a
seven inch diameter circular cylinder.
a) front view
b) side view
c) top view with top cylinder removed.
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Fig. 3-2. VSWR of cylindrical T-bar slot antenna as the
cavity depth is varied.
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Fig. 3-3. VSWR comparison of three different cylindrical T-bar
antenna configurations. (CD = 1.5)
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The normalized far field patterns (H-plane) of the air-filled
cavity shown in Fig. 3-4 exhibit a much broader pattern than the
planar model with no lobing until 1800 MHz where the pattern com-
pletely splits into two lobes. The broader patterns were expected
since the effects of the planar ground plane (a sin e element
pattern) were not present with the cylindrical surface. The lobing
pattern at 1800 MHz introduces the idea that the TE30 mode is
established at a higher frequency than observed for the planar model.
Further investigation showed that as the cavity depth was varied,
there was no distinct change in pattern shape; however relative power
levels did change as predicted by VSWR results.

To further investigate the cylindrical T-bar slot antenna,
insertion loss studies were conducted. As the air-filled cavity depth
was decreased, the insertion loss increases in agreement with VSWR
measurements with a slight decrease noted above 1700 MHz. Further
investigation shows that this decrease is caused by the grating lobes
becoming more broad beam, not an increase in the small broadside lobe.

The impressive trade-offs in bandwidth performance characterized
by the planar T-bar slot antenna are not apparent in the results of
the cylindrical T-bar slot antenna since the investigations began at
the shallow cavity depth of 1.5 inches. The size of the slot on the I
cylinder is prohibitively large to allow for a deeper cavity depth.

It is apparent from this study that the air-filled cavity
(1.5 inch deep) has a bandwidth of nearly 800 to 1700 MHz (2.1:1) in
terms of reasonable VSWR, insertion loss, and nonlobing patterns.
This could possibly be extended to a lower frequency (500 MHz) if the
corners of the back wall are corrected as shown in Fig. 3-5.

C. Dielectric Loaded Cavity

Attempting to improve the T-bar slot antenna, polystyrene dielectric
loading behind the T-bar was investigated. Results (Fig. 3-3) indicate
that there is an improvement in the regions 600 to 750 MHz and 1250 to
1450 MH- with slight degradation between 1500 and 1600 MHz. This
degradation resembles the peak in VSWR which the TE30 mode caused in
the planar model. It appears that the cutoff frequency of the aperture
has been extended on the lower end of the bandwidth at the expense of
exciting the TE30 mode at a lower frequency. These results are iden-
tical to the conclusions derived in the planar study, and thus filing
the entire cavity with dielectric material was not investigated after
considering the negative results of the planar model experiments.
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Fig. 3-4. Normalized far field (H-plane) patterns of the cylindrical
T-bar slot antenna. The air-filled cavity depth is
1.5 inches.
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a) b)

Fig. 3-5. a) Top view of present cylindrical T-bar antenna.
b) Top view of proposed improved cylindrical

T-bar antenna.

Figure 3-6 compares the insertion loss of the air cavity to a
cavity with dielectric loading behind the T-bar. As expected, the
performance on the low end of the bandwidth is improved with the
addition of dielectric but there appears to be a trade-off in
performances from 1500 to 2000 MHz. This result follows the pre-
dictions of the VSWR investigation in that the VSWR showed improvements
and impairments in those regions respectively except above 1800 MHz
where the VSWR increased with the addition of dielectric. If the
VSWR of an antenna increases with the addition of dielectric or
a tuning device, then likewise the insertion loss measurement
should increase unless the far field pattern has been altered.
Rotating the cylinder and repeating the insertion loss experiments
showed that the pattern lobes at 1600 MHz but the main lobe is
broadside which accounts for the decrease in insertion loss. Con-
cluding, the dielectric loading suppresses the grating lobes
occurring at 1800 MHz in the air case at the expense of establishing
the TE30 mode at a lower frequency thus producing a lobed pattern at a
lower frequency.

Summarizing the results of this section, the bandwidth of the
dielectric loaded cylindrical T-bar slot antenna is 2.4:1 (650 to
1600 MHz) in terms of reasonable VSWR, insertion loss, and nonlobing
patterns. Further, the grating lobes experienced in the air-filled
case have been replaced with a lobed pattern with its maximum broad-
side to the slot antenna.
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Fi g. 3-6. Insertion loss comparison of the air-filled, dielectric
loaded, and resistive tuned cylindrical T-bar slot
antenna. (CD =1.5)

0. Resistive Tuning

Recall from the planar study that the resistive tuning was effective
in suppressing the TE30 mode and thereby reducing the VSWR and expanding
pattern bandwidth. This procedure was unsuccessful with an air filled
cavity on the cylinder but when applied to the dielectric loaded case,
a broadside far field pattern is exhibited up to a frequency of 2200
MHz, Unfortunately the patterns above 1800 MHz have a lobed shape but
they have no zero nulls except on the back of the cylinder and they have
no grating lobes. The side lobe levels range from 3 to 5 dB down from
the main beam with nulls approximately 10 dB down. Although this is not
the desired pattern, it is an improvement over the air filled cavity
with it grating lobes. The far field patterns for the resistive tuned
case shown in Fig. 3-7 at frequencies below 1600 MHz were recorded on
an outdoor range, while above 1600 MHz they were recorded in an anechoic
chamber. The patterns recorded in the anechoic chamber proved to be
more symmetrical than those recorded outside.
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tuned cylindrical T-bar slot antenna. (CD =1.5).
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VSWR measurements shown in Fig. 3-8 indicate that the TE30
mode has not been completely suppressed but the VSWR has shown an
overall improvement. The corresponding insertion loss study of the
resistive tuned case verified the VSWR prediction, showing that
lobing occurs above 1800 MHz. The broadside case of this study is
shown in Fig. 3-6. The insertion loss measurements also showed a
slight drop in efficiency but not as much loss as experienced in
the planar resistive case.

Concluding, the resistive tuning is not as effective for the
cylindrical T-bar as for the planar T-bar. However it does produce an
acceptable pattern (no zero nulls, no grating lobes, and a broadside
pattern) over an increased bandwidth (3.38:1) with a slight decrease
in efficiency.

E. Conclusions

The results of this chapter have shown that the T-bar fed slot
antenna examined in Chapter II has been successfully adapted to a
circular cylinder. Further, it has been suggested that an improve-
ment in the cavity construction of the cylindrical T-bar antenna
would probably enhance the performance of the antenna.

It would be difficult to compare the two antennas (planar and
cylindrical) by simply comparing the data sets recorded, however a
few general comments of that nature are in order. When comparing
the cylindrical insertion loss studies to the planar studies, the
planar model appears to have superior performance. This decrease in
performance is not due to efficiency losses (there are no lossy
structures in the antenna) but is due to a decrease in directivity
for the cylindrical model. This is apparent by simply comparing the
far field patterns recorded of each case. The VSWR exhibited by
cylindrical T-bar antenna is equally as good as the planar version
if not better in some cases. Thus from the two observations above,
the efficiency of the cylindrical T-bar slot antenna should be quite
similar to that exhibited by the planar antenna.
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CHAPTER IV
APERTURE INVESTIGATIONS AND FAR-FIELD ANALYSIS
OF THE PLANAR AND CYLINDRICAL T-BAR ANTENNAS

A. Foreword

This investigation was conducted in an effort to learn more
about the electromagnetic characteristics of a T-bar feed for a
cavity backed slot antenna. The procedures employed for measuring
aperture fields or calculating far fields from aperture distributions
are not new. They are merely applied here to aid in investigating the
characteristics of the T-bar fed slot antenna. The results of this
investigation tend to confirm the conclusions previously discussed.

B. Experimental Procedures

Insight into the behavior of the T-bar may be gained if the
modal characteristics* of the T-bar fed cavities are determined.
To achieve this information, the aperture distributions of the planar
and cylindrical models were probed and analyzed with the following
procedures.

In the planar study, a vertical sampling probe was incrementally
moved across the aperture using a series of bulkhead connectors mounted
in the ground plane as shown in Fig. 4-1. The spacing between data
points (0.127A at the highest frequency) was much less than the
maximum allowable spacing for far field evaluation. The tip of the
probe was positioned 2 cms from the bottom of the aperture and spaced
a horizontal distance of 2 cms from the groundplane as also shown in
Fig. 4-1.

The procedure for measuring the E-field in the cylindrical
slot study involved rotating the cylinder while the probe position
remained fixed relative to the cylinder. In this procedure the
vertical probe was positioned directly in front of the aperture
as shown in Fig. 4-2. The E-field was sampled at spacings of
one degree across the aperture and recorded by a computer. In the
procedures thus defined, the probe (a center conductor of coaxial
cable) was 2.3 cm in length which corresponds to 0.038X and
0.15X at each end point of the bandwidth considered. The probe
satisfied the probe criteria as set forth by Richmond and Tice.[6]
That is, the probe was small enough such that the aperture fields

*By modal characteristics we mean the various types of waveguide
modes established in the cavity and the frequencies at which they
are established.
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were not significantly disturbed, it was oriented with the correct
polarization, and it delivered enough signal voltage to permit ac-
curate measurements, The effects of being in a plane outside of
the aperture versus just inside the aperture plane was not de-
determined in either study.

FREQUENCY TO ANTENNA

GENERATOR

IREFERENCE
RECEIVER

COMPUTER

TO PROBE

Fig. 4-2. Block diagram of the experimental procedure used
to measure the E-field in the aperture of the
cylindrical T-bar slot antenna.
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C. Planar Antenna Results

The planar, air-filled 1.5 inch cavity depth, aperture distri-
butions are shown in Fig. 4-3. in some instances the measured
E-field amplitudes do not go to zero at the endpoints of the aperture,
probably due to measuring the E-field in a plane slightly in front of
the aperture. In the analytic analysis this error can be corrected by
forcing the E-field to zero in a Fourier series representation of the
distribution. However, the amplitude errors at the aperture endpoints
may also suggest errors in the phase data which are not as simpl to
compensate.

With the aperture distributions of the planar T-bar fed slot
antenna known, the application of the equivalence theorem [7]
yields an equivalent current distribution which can be used to
calculate the far field patterns. Due to the uniqueness theorem [7],
an analytic evaluation of the far field from the equivalent currents,
which would agree with the measured patterns, would verify the
accuracy of the aperture distributions. Assuming that the planar
T-bar fed slot is mounted in a perfectly conducting, infinitely
large groundplane, the far field E-field component in the H-plane
(e,€ = 900) is given by:

E@ -ke-kr2• si 0 a/2

Ei A(z' )ejlp(z') e -j..z'cos 0dz
2r-a/2

'.'hreA~' Mz')
where A(z')e ' is the aperture E-field amplitude and phase
expressed 'n source coordinates. The geometry and coordinate
system are shown in Fig. 4-4. The results of this analytic
investigation are shown in Fig. 4-5. Comparing the patterns
shown in Fig. 4-5 to the measured patterns of Fig. 2-12, good
agreement exists except at 1500, 1600 and 1800 MHz. At 1800 MHz
the calculated main beam and side lobe locations are correct, how-
ever the side lobe levels differ by approximately 3 dB. The same
conclusion can be reached for 1600 MHz except the calculated
pattern does not predict the nulls. This conclusion is not valid
for 1500 MHz where the calculated results do not accurately
predict either the side lobes or their location.

Since the calculated and measured far field patterns did nut
agree at each frequency, there is some doubt as to the accuracy
of the measured aperture distributions, particularly the phase.
To make certain that there were no calculation errors, different
compuLer evaluation techriques were used in the questionable
cases, but each produced almost identical patterns.
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In the far field evaluation it was assumed that there was no
E-field variation along the x-axis. However, due to the fact that
the length to widt,' ratio of the aperture is 3:1, it is theoretically
possible that the TEoI mode could be excited in the cavity. Probing
the width of the aperture in the same manner as before but measuring
only the amplitude of the horizontal E-field verifies this hypothesis.
The results of the air filled cavity investigation (Fig. 4-6) shows
that a higher order mode (TEoI) is established at 1500 MHz. Ob-
serving the TE01 mode in the cavity, the far field was examined to
determine if there was a horizontal component of the E-field.
Negative results of that investigation indicated that the T1OI
mode is an evanescent mode existing only in the near field of the
antenna. Therefore, since the TE01 mode was non-propagating, the
far field analysis was correct in assuming no x-variation in the
E-field, However, the question of accuracy concerning the aperture
distributions was still unsolved.
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Fig. 4-6. Amplitude distribution of the horizontally
polarized E-field of the planar T-bar slot
antenna.
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Recall that the measured and calculated patterns begin to
disagree at 1500 MHz particularly in the side lobe regions.
Since the aperture was probed with a vertical probe, it is
unlikely that the TE01 horizontal E-field affected the data in
the mid section of the aperture. This is verified by the main
lobe agreement above 1500 MHz. However, it is possible that a
diffracted component of the horizontal or vertical E-field was
measured in addition to the desired vertical component at the
endpoints of the aperture. This measurement would distort the
experimentally determined aperture distribution at the aperture
endpoints and thus cause inaccurate side lobe predictions in
the analytically determined far field. Figure 4-7 illustrates the
diffracted fields of a vertically polarized E-field at a waveguide
opening.[8] The horizontal component would contribute diffracted
rays on the opposite edges due to the orthogonality of the wave-
guide modes. Thus, it is assumed that the distorted measured
aperture distribution above 1500 MHz is caused by the excitation
of the TEoI mode in the cavity. Therefore, a more sophisticated
probing technique should be investigated for the higher frequencies
to obtain more accurate results. One suggestion is to measure the
E-field right at the aperture plane of the cavity or measure the near
field at such a distance that the evanescent mode has decayed to an
insignificant factor.

Fig. 4-7. The diffracted rays of a vertically polarized E-field
propagating in a rectangular waveguide.
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The data contained in this section, although not accurate at
all frequencies, does give some insight to the behavior of the
T-bar fed slot antenna at frequencies where the higher order modes
are not excited.

The Fourier series representation of the aperture distributions
of Fig. 4-3 was expanded into a TEmo modal series as described in
Appendix I. The magnitude of each mode established is tabulated in
Table 4-1.

TABLE 4-1

Air Filled 1.5" CD

FreTE . 10  TE20  TE 30  TE 4 0

800 1.02 0.017 0.04 0.006
1000 0.98 0.076 0.114 0.013
1200 1.00 0.024 0.171 0.005
1400 0.824 0.033 0.277 0.023
1500 0.395 0.168 0.786 0.009
1600 0.836 0.068 0.710 0.006
1800 0.516 0.014 0.75 0.021

As is apparent from the graphs, the TE10 mode is dominant to 1400 MHz
and at 1500 MHz the TE30 mode is dominant. However above 1500 MHz
there does not appear to be a dominant mode, because the amplitudes
of the TE10 and TE30 are approximately the same. These results
should be expected below 1500 MHz since the TE30 mode is not excited
until the aperture electrical length is 3/2A. As discussed pre-
viously the accuracy of the data above 1500 MHz where the cavity
width is l/2A is obviously questionable. One interesting note is the
magnitude of the TE2 0 and TE4 0 modes. These modes should not be
established due to the symmetry of the T-bar feed, and as is apparent
from the modal analysis, they are insignificant. The amplitudes
which are shown are probably due to measurement errors causing
the recorded data to be slightly asymmetrical.

The procedures previously defined were applied to various other
cases of the planar T-bar antenna with almost the same results. In
the dielectric case, the TEol mode was established at a lower
frequency causing analytic inaccuracies to go below 1500 MHz, but
accurate far field patterns were predicted below 1400 MHz. This
was also the case when the resistive tuned T-bar was investigated.
Results for the resistive-tuned case did differ by the fact that they
did predict a broadside nonlobing pattern over the entire bandwidth.
However the inaccuracies experienced at the aperture endpoints
caused the predicted patterns to be ,ure narrow beam than those
actually measured.
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D. Cylindrical Antenna Results

For the far field investigation of the cylindrical case, the far
field component of the e = 90*, o plane for the transverse cylindrical
T-bar fed slot antenna (Fig. 4-8) is given by:

Ho = "jke'jkr f Az(ý,)eika cos(o-0') do'r lot,

where Az(,') is the amplitude and phase of the aperture distribution.
The cylinder was assumed to be of infinite length and constructed of
a perfect conductor. Since this is a cylindrical surface, the image
theory used in the planar model must be replaced with geometrical
optics where the integration is performed only over that region of
the aperture seen in the far field. Slight errors were anticipated
in the side and back lobe regions using this procedure because it
does not account for the creeping waves established on the surface
of the cylinder. This error would be greater if the slot were
axially mounted, since the E-field in the aperture would be per-
pendicular to the cylindrical surface.

The far field patterns for the air-filled case were calculated
using the aperture distributions shown in Fig. 4-9. The results
shown in Fig. 4-10, agree very well with the measured results of
Fig. 3-4 except at 1800 MHz. This disagreement was anticipated
from the results of Chapter III and the conclusions previously
derived for the planar aperture investigations. When the higher
order modes, particularly the TEOl, are established the probing
system used here becomes inadequate.

The dielectric loaded and resistive tuned cases were also studied
and again good agreement was achieved until the higher order modes
were established. The results are not shown because the dielectric
loading and resistive tuning affect only the patterns above the
frequency where the higher order modes are established.

The TE modal expansion of the Fourier series representation
for the air-?illed case is tabulated in Table 4-2. As predicted in
Chapter Il1, the TE10 mode is dominant until 1800 MHz. where the
TE30 mode becomes dominant. Although the aperture distribution
has been shown to be inaccurate at 1800 MHz, one can be assured of the
TE30 dominancy at 1800 MHz by reviewing the results of Chapter III.
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Fig. 4-8. The coordinate system used in the analytic
investigation of the cylindrical T-bar
slot antenna.
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TABLE 4-2

Freg TE10  TE2 0  TE30  TE4 0

800 0.264 .029 0.042 .016
1000 0.237 .025 0.095 .016
1400 0.258 .022 0.114 .005
1800 0.056 .045 0.162 .032

E. Conclusions

While it is unfortunate that the aperture investigations did
not reveal accurate information about the T-bar antenna operation
above the cutoff frequency of the TEOI mode, the investigations
did lend insight into the general characteristics of the antenna
over a wide frequency range. Further, the probing procedures
employed here, while adequate below the TEoI cutoff frequency,
appear to have significant short comings above that frequency.
Thus, any future aperture probing should be done in such a manner
so as to overcome this difficulty, possibly by measuring the field
in the actual aperture plane.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Jasik [1) has shown that the T-bar fed slot antenna can be
designed to exhibit a VSWR less than 2.0 over a frequency range of
nearly 2:1 when the length to width ratio is approximately 3, and
the T-bar to cavity shorting plate spacing is about X/4 where X is
the wavelength at midfrequency of the 2:1 range. The results of
Chapter II of this study indicate that if an increase in VSWR can be
tolerated over the original 2:1 bandwidth then the bandwidth can
be extended to a 4:1 range. To achieve this extension the con-
ventional T-bar design should be altered with the following
procedure: (1) replace the circular cross section T-bar with a
thin rectangular cross section T-bar whose width at the ends is
approximately 1/5 the length of the aperture, (2) the coax to T-bar
connection must be a gradual transition, (3) cut a narrow slot centered
within the T-bar whose length is XHF/ 2 (XHF is the wavelength of the
upper endpoint of the bandwidth), and (4) reduce the mismatch effectb
of the TE3O mode with tuning stubs located + X O/2 from the center
of the aperture directly under the T-bar (X30 is the wavelength where
the TE30 mode is excited). Furthermore, reducing the cavity depth to
XHF/4 results in a loss of performance on the low end but a nearly
equal increase occurs on the high end of the bandwidth. Results also
indicate that the cavity depth may be decreased by decreasing the
T-bar depth while maintaining the same distance from T-bar to cavity
shorting plate.

The T-bar fed slot antenna altered as described above offers a
viable solution to some of the unusual design requirements experienced
by antenna engineers. The T-bar antenna is small in size, may be
flush mounted with little cavity depth required, and possesses favorable
electromagnetic characteristics over a 4:1 frequency bandwidth.

The results of Chapter III show that thu planar T-bar antenna
can be successfully adapted to a cylindrical surface. Furthermore,
considering the size of the T-bar fed slot compared to the cylindrical
surface on which it was mounted, the T-bar ed slot antenna shows
promise of being adaptable to a wide range of surface geometries
while retiining most of the characteristics of a planar model.

In Chapter IV, the aperture distributions and analytic investi-
gations show that the T-bar transition causes the cavity backed
slot antenna to exhibit electromagnetic properties similar to those
experienced in a rectangular waveguide. That is, the excitation of
the TEmn modes in the cavity backed T-bar fed slot antenna (air
filled or dielectric loaded) may be predicted by the familiar
equations governing the cutoff frequencies of a rectangular wave-
guide of the same dimensions. The tuning techniques (tuning stubs,
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resistive tuning, ridge devices) used to increase the bandwidth of
a waveguide have been successfully employed in the T-bar antenna
to improve its bandwidth. Considering the cavity depth involved,
these are important conclusions and factors to consider when de-
signing T-bar antennas for various surfaces and when scaling for
different frequency ranges.

Although the T-bar antenna has been discussed previously by
various authors, little information is available concerning its
characteristics. This investigation has addressed this problem
and established a useful design process for broadband T-bar slot
antennas.
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APPENDIX

Assume that the waveguide whose cross section as shown in
Fig. A-l is infinitely long, filled with perfect dielectric,
and its walls are of perfect conducting materials. The trans-
verse electric waves (Ey-O) traveling through the guide in the
positive y direction may be derived from Maxwell's equations:

(Al) E-z H
k 2 - Hy z

(A2) EX i l& a 2
k23z y X

and

(A3) H-y = X(x)Z (z) y

where e dependence is assumed in each equation. The solution of
"Hy for the coordinate system shown as a function of x and z assuming

no y dependence is derived from the telegrapher's equation [9] using
separation of variables.

-G 2____Z__ a/2

Fig. Al. Rectangular waveguide and coordinate system
used in the modal analysis procedure.
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(A4) RT = (A sin kx+B cos k X)(A~ sin kz(z- i1+Bz cos k z - .)yy x X X X 2Z

To form a complete solution of the transverse electric fields the
boundary conditions must be matched, i.e., Ez = 0 at (x,z) = (O,z)
and (xz) = (b,z), and Ex = 0 at (x,z) = (x,-a/2) and (x,z) (x,a/2).
Therefore the TEmn fields in the guide must be the following.

(A5) -z = (fl -L) Ho sin(- )cos[m--z (z aJz

k ~2 b 0 ( b ) la 2( j P

(A6) U =-'- (a!--) H° cos r_•__x ~sin[L-Jz- 'ýx

and

(A7) T, =H 0 Cos ( b cos{[ -(z -

Ho= Bx z n = 1.2,3 ... m = 1,2,3 ..

Assume that the rectangular waveguide thus described has
the same cross sectional dimensions as the cavity of the planar
T-bar fed slot described in Chapter II. The TEmn modes which may
be established in this waveguide dependent upon probe location
are listed with their respective cutoff frequency and field
expressions in Table A-l.

TABLE A-l

Mode fc T

TE10  492.0 MHz Ex = Clcos(irz/a), Ez = 0

TE20  984.25 MHz EX = C2 sifi(21Tz/a), E. = 0

TE30  1476.37 MHz Ex = -C3cos(3-rz/a), Ez = 0

TE4 0  1968.50 MHz Ex =-C4 sin(47rz/a), E. 0

TEoI 1476.37 MHz EX = 0, Ez = _1 sin(_x/b

where C = H and B = o nit H
n k2 a 0 n k2b 0
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The amplitude and phase of the vertically polarized E-field
measured in the aperture of the T-bar fed slot antenna (described
in Chapter IV) may be expressed as a Fourier series over the
aperture length. Assuming that the cavity backed slot exhibits
some waveguide characteristics the Fourier series may be represented
by a TEmo imodal expansion series. To solve for the modal coefficients
the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions may be used [10] as
follows: A

66
(A8) F(z) =ao + l an cos(?- -• )z + bn sin znl n=l

is a Fourier series representation of the aperture distribution with
ao, bn, a complex coefficients. The TEmo expansion series through
the fourth term may be expressed as follows:

3 2Z rZ 41TZ

0A9) TE) = C Cos + C sin 2oz 3s - C sin1 a 2 a 3  a 4 a

Substitute a/2 = into each equation so that the orthogonality
expressions may be recognized with ease. Then, to solve for C1
set F(z) = TE(z), multiply each side of the equation by cos z/2 and
integrate from -n to 1r yielding Eq. (AlO).

(AlO) a 0 cos y dz + n [l I Ln cos(nz)cos() + bnsin(nz)cos dz

c -+ C2sin z c o s Z- C3 cos 1 z cos 2--

C4 sin 2z cos • dz

Recall the following orthogonal definitions:

'Tt

(All) J cos mx sin nx = 0 for all m and n

T-I

J sir mx sin nx dx

-T1

f J 0 for m#n m,n integers
J cos mx cos nx = 142 if m=n=O

-• if m=n=l,2,3 ...
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Therefore, Eq. (AlO) can be reduced to Eq. (A12). The second sum-
mation of the Fourier series does not equal zero because m and n
are not integers over the sum.

7r6 2 1
(A12) a0 cos 2-dz + an cos nz cos C 2 z dz

solving the above equation for C1

4ao 2
(A13) C1  -4 + - [0.6667 a1 - 0.1333 a2 + 0.0572

a 3 - 0.0317 a4 + 0.0202 a5 - 0.014 a6)

To solve for C, each side of the equation F(z) = TE(z) must be
multiplied by •in z and integrated from -% to 7.

Tf IT 6 6
(A14) aosin z dz + a cnCos nz sin z dz + Z bnsin nz sin z dzf, -In. 0 nl n=ln

i iT

-= C2 sin2 z dz

The above equation reduces to a simple expression after orthogonality
is applied because all m and n values are integers. Equation (A15)
results which should be expected since for C2 the arguments of the
modal sine function agreed with that associated with bI of the
Fourier series.

(Al5) C = b]

The sanme techniques may be applied to the remaining unknowns
C3 and C4 . These expressions are given in Eqs. (A16) and (Al7).

4a(A16) C3  _ -i - [. 2a1+0.8752a2 -O.2222a3+O.10gla3 a37r T "123 4

- 0.0659a5 + 0.0445a6 ]

(Al7) C4 = 2
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Consider the transverse slot on a cylindrical surface as shown
in Fig. A2. Assume that the vertically polarized aperture E-field
may be described by Eq. (AI,3) where 1,(o is the aperture length in
deqrees and H - 1,2,3,4. For m-l this expression beC:ormes the TEl()
mindo which ci,; wide ly Use(i ill literjture as; the assumed distribution
in the transverse slots on cylindrical surfaces.[ll]

(AI8) E -C, sin 0L( , ) 3 z

This equation satisfies the tangential E-field boundary conditions
and furthermore it is very similar to the T[E 0o modal expansion
discussed earlier for the planar case. The planar rectangular
aperture has been curved so that the long length now corresponds
to the ,p coordinate of the cylinder coordinate system. Therefore,
the coordinate used to describe the boundary conditions is chosen
to be I, which represents the only difference between this expression
and that derived earlier for the rectangular study. Thus the
Fourier series analysis of the experimentally determined aperture
data may be expressed as a TE1 o modal expansion in the same manner
as before. Furthermore the equations for deterwining the modal
coefficients are identical to those earlier derived.
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Fig. A2. A transverse slot antenna on a
circular cylinder.
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